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IN THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT
FRIENDS OF THE CAPITAL CRESCENT TRAIL et al.,
Plaintiffs-Appellees,
v.
FEDERAL TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
Defendants-Appellees,
STATE OF MARYLAND,
Defendant-Intervenor-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
) No. 17-5132
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

PLAINTIFFS-APPELLEES’  COMBINED OPPOSITION TO STATE OF
MARYLAND’S  MOTION  FOR  STAY  PENDING  APPEAL  AND  
REINSTATEMENT OF THE RECORD OF DECISION, AND
PLAINTIFFS-APPELLEES’  MOTION  TO  DISMISS  APPEAL    
INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to Circuit Rule 8(b), Plaintiffs-Appellees Friends of the Capital
Crescent Trail, et al. (“Plaintiffs”), hereby oppose intervenor State  of  Maryland’s  
motion for a stay pending appeal. In addition, Plaintiffs move to dismiss the appeal
on the grounds that this Court lacks jurisdiction.
As  explained   below,  the  State  has  not  carried  its  burden  of  “justify[ing]   the  
exercise of [the] extraordinary remedy”  of  a  stay  pending  appeal.  Cuomo v. U.S.
Nuclear  Regulatory  Comm’n, 772 F.2d 972, 978 (D.C. Cir. 1985). As for the
merits, Maryland has not only fallen far short of demonstrating that it is likely to
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prevail, but the Court lacks jurisdiction over the appeal—both because there is a
pending Rule 59(e) motion in the district court, and because Circuit precedent
precludes Maryland from appealing where, as here, the Federal Defendants have
not  filed  any  appeal  from  the  district  court’s ruling that further analysis is required
under  the  National   Environmental   Policy  Act  (“NEPA”),  42  U.S.C.  §§  43214370m. See, e.g., Sierra  Club  v.  U.S.  Dep’t  of  Agric., 716 F.3d 653 (D.C. Cir.
2013).
The State has also failed to demonstrate that the district court abused its
discretion in determining that the other stay factors do not support  the  State’s  
request. See 6/26/17 Memorandum Opinion, District Court ECF No. 152 (“Stay  
Opinion”)  (Ex.  A).1 As  for  the  State’s  assertion  of  injury,   it  not  only  consists  
entirely of purported financial loss, which is ordinarily inadequate for injunctive
relief under this Court’s precedents, see, e.g., Chaplaincy of Full Gospel Churches
v. England, 454 F.3d 290, 297 (D.C. Cir. 2006) (“Chaplaincy”), but it is also
financial loss that is entirely self-inflicted, as the district court has now explained,
see Stay Opinion at 9-11, and, does not, in any event, satisfy the stringent standard

Indeed,  Maryland   did  not  even  await   the  district  court’s  ruling   on  the  stay  request  
before seeking relief here, although that is what is contemplated by Fed. R. App. P.
8(2), and the district court made clear that it would rule expeditiously. See
Maryland’s  Exhibit   (“Md.  Ex.”)  18  at  33-34. Given   Maryland’s  decision  to  
prematurely seek relief here before receiving a ruling on its stay request in the
district court, the State should be foreclosed from making any arguments regarding
the  district  court’s  ruling to which Plaintiffs will have no opportunity to respond.
1

2
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of  “certain”  injury   that  Maryland   itself   concedes  is  required.  Compare Mot. at 15
(conceding that for  an  injury   to  be  “irreparable”   it  must  be  “‘certain’”  and  “‘not  
theoretical’”)   (quoting Wisc. Gas Co. v. FERC, 758 F.2d 669, 674 (D.C. Cir.
1985)), with, e.g.,  Mot.  at  1  (asserting  that  the  district  court’s  vacatur  of  the  Record  
of  Decision  (“ROD”)  pending  further   NEPA  review   “could cause the State to
cancel  the  project,”  without   explaining   why)  (emphasis  added);;  id. at 9 (asserting
that  the  State  “could be  liable   for  significant   delay  and  termination   damages”)  
(emphasis added). 2
On the other side of the coin,  Maryland’s  motion  does not address at all the
irreversible damage that will be inflicted on Plaintiffs’   environmental, health, and
safety interests should the stay request be granted. See Circuit Rule 8(a) (requiring
that a motion for a stay address the  “possibility  of  harm  to  other  parties if relief is
granted”).  The injury to Plaintiffs’   interests  in  protecting  the  Capital   Crescent  
Trail, as well as in avoiding the destruction of many acres of forests and harm to

Maryland asserts that “[i]t  is  undisputed  that  the  State  needs  to  make  a  critical  
decision  concerning  the  fate  of  the  Purple  Line   on  or  about  August  1,  2017.”    Mot.  
at 1. But Plaintiffs certainly do dispute that assertion, particularly because the State
has given no explanation for that specific deadline. Tellingly, this is only the latest
in  a  line   of  s eemingly   arbitrary   “deadlines”  that  the  State  has  sought  to  impose  on  
the judiciary. See, e.g., Friends of the Capital Crescent Trail v. Federal Transit
Admin., __ F. Supp. 3d __, No. 14-1471, 2017 WL 2256596, at *1 (D.D.C. May
22,  2017)  (explaining   that  Maryland   “effectively   demand[ed]  that  the  Court  issue  a  
ruling on all remaining motions by no later than April 28, arguing that the Purple
Line   ‘hangs  in   the  balance,’”  while   affording  “no  justification   for  the  April   28  
deadline”).
2

3
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the area’s resources and residents that will be irreversibly impacted should project
construction go forward in the absence of the Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement  (“SEIS”)  the  district  court  held  is  legally   required,  will   be  devastating  
and genuinely irreparable. See, e.g., Amoco Prod. Co. v. Vill. of Gambell, 480 U.S.
351,  544  (1987)  (explaining   that  “[e]nvironmental   injury,   by  its  nature,  can  seldom  
be adequately remedied by money damages and is often permanent or at least of
long duration, i.e.,  irreparable”).     
Indeed,  in  the  guise  of  requesting   a  “stay”  purportedly  designed  to  maintain  
the  status  quo  so  as  “to  allow   this  Court  to  reach  a  decision  on  the  merits,”   Mot.  at  
19, what Maryland actually seeks, as a practical matter, is to completely nullify the
district court ruling requiring an SEIS, and to render this case moot by allowing the
project to become a fait accompli before the Court can resolve the case based on
full briefing and the extensive administrative record. Nothing in law, logic, or this
Court’s  precedents  countenances such an inequitable result.
Maryland’s  motion  should  therefore be denied. Further, because the Court
lacks jurisdiction, the appeal must be dismissed.
BACKGROUND
1.

Maryland is seeking nearly a billion dollars of federal funds to

construct its Purple Line, thus requiring NEPA compliance by the Defendant

4
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Federal  Transit  Administration   (“FTA”)  before such funding may be approved. 3
The Final Environmental Impact Statement  (“FEIS”)  prepared  by  FTA  
acknowledged that the project will have many significant environmental impacts,
including the loss of 48 acres of forest, see FEIS,  Administrative   Record  (“AR”)  1002110). Along the Capital Crescent Trail alone,  which   is  “heavily used at all
times,”  the  project  would  clear-cut an estimated 15 to 17 acres of forest canopy and
forever impair this unique urban oasis. AR1-000950, 011635-636, 0111642.
Additional serious environmental impacts include degradation of wetlands, the
unearthing of more than two hundred hazardous waste sites, a significant loss of
migratory bird and other wildlife habitat, and the impairment of parks and historic
buildings, among many others. See, e.g., ECF No. 47-1 at 7-26; ECF No. 147-1
(6/7/17 Declaration of Christine Real de Azua) (Ex. B).
Notwithstanding such impacts, Maryland maintained that extensive federal
funding for the project was justified. As the district court has held, one of the
State’s  principal justifications from the outset was that the project, although not
formally part of the Metrorail system, would  “‘provide  better  connections  to  
Metrorail   services.’”  Stay  Opinion  at  6  (quoting  AR1_000003).   Although

In addition to compliance with NEPA and other federal environmental laws,
before FTA could approve federal funding in a Full Funding Grant Agreement
(“FFGA”),  FTA  would  have  to  make  certain   substantive findings required by 49
U.S.C. § 5309. Those findings have yet to be made. See ECF No. 149 at 13.
3

5
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Maryland now seeks to downplay this  connection,  the  very  “name  ‘Purple  Line   .  .  .  
was adopted . . . to be consistent with [the] practice of naming Metrorail routes by
color and emphasize the connection with the existing Metrorail system.”  
AR1_001922 (emphasis added). Consequently, a large percentage of the Purple
Line’s projected ridership—which, in turn, was used by the State to justify its
selection over much less environmentally invasive and far less costly alternatives
(such as improved bus service or other transit management enhancements)—was
expressly based on optimistic (and, according to independent experts, wildly
unrealistic) predictions by Maryland’s  hired  consultant  concerning the number of
Metrorail users who will use the Purple Line. See, e.g., 9/6/16 Declaration of Frank
Lysy, Ph.D, ECF No. 100-1 (Ex. C) at ¶¶ 13 14  (Plaintiffs’   expert’s  explanation  
that  Maryland’s  own  data  assumed that  up  to  43%  of  the  Purple  Line’s  projected  
ridership would be Metrorail users, and that the FEIS found that at least a quarter
of the ridership would be such users).
2.

Heavily relying on the  projections  by  Maryland’s  consultant,  FTA  

issued a ROD on March 19, 2014, stating that the agency had completed NEPA
and other environmental reviews. Plaintiffs promptly filed suit challenging the
ROD, within the very short statute of limitations Congress has established for such
challenges. See 23 U.S.C. § 139(l)(1) (establishing a 150-day limitations period
for  seeking   judicial   review   of  the  FTA’s  ROD). Maryland, which intervened in the
6
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case with Plaintiffs’   consent,  entered  into  the contractual commitments on which it
is relying for its assertion of economic injury after the lawsuit was filed; indeed, as
the district court has stressed, Maryland voluntarily entered into those
commitments “almost  two months after plaintiffs filed their motion for summary
judgment”   requesting vacatur of the ROD. Stay Opinion at 10-11.4
In June 2016, the district court held its summary judgment hearing, much of
which focused on concerns expressed by the court about the extraordinary safety
and reliability problems and declining ridership that have plagued Metrorail over
the last several years (none of which was taken into consideration in the FEIS and
ROD), the extent to which those developments bear on the underlying justification
for the Purple Line, and whether FTA’s  refusal  to  prepare  an  SEIS  addressing  
those issues—as petitioned by Plaintiffs—was arbitrary and capricious. Two days
after that hearing, the  State  elected  to  give   its  concessionaire  “full   notice to
proceed with pre-construction  work  under  the  P3  Agreement.”   Md.  Ex.  1  ¶  44.
The court issued its partial summary judgment ruling on August 3, 2016,
granting summary judgment and vacating the ROD. See Friends of the Capital

The commitments on which the State relies are made in a “P3  Agreement”   entered  
into  between  the  Maryland   Transit  Administration   (“MTA”)  and  its
concessionaire, Purple  Line   Transit  Partners.    According  to  the  State’s  declarant,  
the P3 Agreement was executed on April 7, 2016. See Md. Ex. 1 ¶ 38. That date
occurred while the parties were in the midst of summary judgment briefing, see
ECF Nos. 54-59, and shortly before the district court scheduled a summary
judgment hearing. See 5/25/16 Minute Order.
4

7
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Crescent Trail v. FTA, 200 F. Supp. 3d 248 (D.D.C. 2016) (Md. Ex. 3) (“Friends
I”). The court held  that  “defendants’  failure   to  adequately   consider  WMATA’s  
ridership and safety issues was arbitrary and capricious, and that these conditions
create  the  ‘seriously  different   picture’  that  warrant   an  SEIS”  under  the  NEPA
implementing regulations. Id. at 252 (quoting Nat’l  Comm’n  for  the  New  River  v.  
FERC, 373 F.3d 1323, 1330 (D.C. Cir. 2004)); see also 40 C.F.R. § 1502.9(c)
(NEPA regulations requiring the preparation of an SEIS when  “[t]here  are  
significant new circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns
and  bearing  on  the  proposed  action  or  its  impacts”).
The court vacated the ROD and ordered preparation of an SEIS so that the
FTA  could  assess  whether  “another  alternative   is  preferable”  in   view   of  the  recent  
information   that  “calls  into question, at a minimum, whether nearly a billion
dollars in federal funding should ultimately be committed to a project for which
serious questions have been raised  as  to  its  future  viability.” Id. at 254. In doing so,
the court  explained   that  “[p]ursuant to the case law in this Circuit, vacating a rule
or  action  promulgated  in  violation   of  NEPA  is  the  standard  remedy,”   id. at 254
(internal quotation omitted), and, applying the Allied-Signal vacatur test adopted
by this Court, the district court explained   that  “it  would  make  little   sense  and  cause  
even more disruption if defendants were to proceed with the project while the SEIS
was being completed, only to subsequently determine that another alternative is
8
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preferable.” Id. (citing Allied-Signal, Inc. v. U.S.  Nuclear  Regulatory  Comm’n, 988
F.2d 146, 150-51 (D.C. Cir. 1993)). 5
3.

Defendants could have responded by promptly embarking on

preparation of the SEIS the court held was called for. Instead, FTA and Maryland
opted to move for reconsideration, arguing that they should be afforded another
opportunity to consider, in the first instance, the need for an SEIS and that the
ROD should be reinstated in the meantime.
In November 2016, while   reaffirming   that  the  “agencies’  categorical  
decision not to evaluate   the  significance   of  WMATA’s  new  safety  and  ridership  
issue  was  arbitrary   and  capricious,”  the  Court  modified its summary judgment
holding in “one  limited   respect”  by  affording  Defendants  an additional opportunity
to assess on remand whether an SEIS should be prepared. Friends of the Capital
Crescent Trail v. FTA, 218 F. Supp. 3d 53, 57-58 (D.D.C. 2016) (Md. Ex. 7)

Far  from  “ignor[ing]   the  State’s  request  for  additional   briefing”   on  the  vacatur  
issue, Mot. at 2, the district court afforded the parties multiple opportunities to
address that matter: in summary judgment briefing prior to the hearing, at the
hearing, and even in a post-hearing brief that the court allowed the parties to file to
address any issues that they may have previously neglected. See Md. Ex. 4. For
their part, Plaintiffs made crystal-clear in their briefs they were requesting the
standard APA relief of vacatur. See, e.g., ECF No. 59 at 41-44. Equally off-base is
Maryland’s  suggestion  that  the  court  was  required  to  “apply  the  standard  for
granting   injunctive   relief,”   Mot.  at  2-3, rather than the Allied-Signal test for
vacatur—the relief that Plaintiffs requested. Cf. Monsanto Co. v. Geerston Seed
Farms,  561  U.S.  139  (2010)   (the  Court  assumed  that  the  “District  Court  acted  
lawfully in vacating”   the  agency  action  at  issue  and  contrasted  that relief to the
more stringent standards applicable to an injunction).
5

9
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(“Friends II”). At the same time, again applying the Allied-Signal test, the Court
“decline[d]  to  reinstate   the  Purple  Line   ROD”  because  of  the  “disruptive  
consequences of allowing [the project] to proceed without the necessary NEPA
analysis”   and  because  “[v]acatur  ensures  that  the  project  will   proceed  only  with  the  
benefit of a fully fleshed out consideration of the issues required by NEPA.”  Id.
4.

Defendants could have responded to that ruling by promptly

embarking on an SEIS. Instead, Defendants prepared and submitted to the court a
patently result-oriented justification for not engaging in any further NEPA analysis
notwithstanding the breakdown in the Metrorail system with which the Purple Line
was expressly designed to integrate. See Stay Opinion at 6.
Worse, FTA’s  new  decision  document  did  not  address  at  all   three detailed
expert declarations that Plaintiffs urged FTA to take into consideration on remand.
The declarations were prepared by undisputed experts with decades of experience
in issues directly relevant to the remanded issue: Dr. Frank Lysy, a former Chief
Economist with the World Bank Group, who has devoted much of his career to
analyzing the economics of major infrastructure projects; Martin Saggese, a former
Vice President for Long Island Rail Road; and William G. Allen, who has more
than 35 years of experience as a professional transportation planner. See Ex. C-E.
The declarations “raised  serious  questions  about  the  impact  that  WMATA’s  

10
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ridership trends could have on the Purple Line and issues that were closely related
to  FTA’s  decision  not  to  prepare  an  SEIS.”    Stay  Opinion  at  6.
In May 2017, the district court again granted partial summary judgment for
Plaintiffs,   holding   that  Defendants’  response  to  the  remand  and  refusal   to  prepare  
an SEIS was arbitrary and capricious for several reasons. Friends of the Capital
Crescent Trail v. Fed. Transit Admin., __ F. Supp. 3d __, No. 14-1471 (RJL), 2017
WL  2256596   (D.D.C.  May  22,  2017)  (Md.  Ex.  12)  (“Friends III”).  As explained
by the court, in view of a new ridership analysis prepared by MTA and adopted by
FTA, Defendants had
boldly concluded that there is no need for an SEIS, and the Purple Line
will meet its established purposes, no matter what happens to WMATA
Metrorail. To say the least, this is a curious conclusion when one
considers that one of the three explicit purposes identified for the Purple
Line   was  to  ‘[p]rovide  better   connections  to  Metrorail   services[,]  and  
given   that  FTA  itself   concedes  that  this  purpose  ‘ is  directly   implicated  
by  potential  ridership  declines  in  the  WMATA  Metrorail   System.’
Id. at *4 (internal citations omitted). The Court further held that, in any event,
“FTA  failed   to  consider  relevant   information   when  making   its  decision  not  to  
prepare  an  SEIS,”  explaining   that  “Plaintiffs’   expert  declarations  provide  
additional information and  raise  questions  about  the  impact  that  WMATA’s  
ridership  trends  could  have  on  the  Purple  Line   and  the  issues  at  the  heart  of  MTA’s  
technical   and  FTA’s  memorandum declining   to  prepare  an  SEIS.” Id.

11
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The court also reasoned that  the  “facts  here  could  not  be  more  similar”   to  
those in Public  Employees  for  Envt’l  Resp.  v.  Hopper, 827 F.3d 1077, 1079 (D.C.
Cir.  2016)  (“Public Employees”),  which  held  that  it  was  arbitrary   and  capricious  
for  a  federal   agency,  on  remand,  to  entirely   disregard  the  plaintiffs’   submission of
expert analyses bearing on the remanded issue. Friends III, 2017 WL 2256596, at
*5. In relying on Public Employees, the court explained that:
[h]ere,   plaintiffs’   expert   declarations,   at   minimum,   raise   serious  
questions  about  the  defendants’  assumptions about WMATA Metrorail
and its future impact on the Purple Line. By failing, yet again, to
grapple  with   plaintiffs’   submissions,  the  FTA  failed   to  take  a  hard look
at all of the information in the administrative record that could inform
the agency about  the  impact  that  WMATA  Metrorail’s   ridership  issues  
could have on the Purple Line Project. As   such,  the   FTA’s  resulting  
refusal to prepare an SEIS was arbitrary and capricious. Accordingly,
it   is   hereby   ordered   that,   consistent   with   NEPA’s   procedural
requirements, the defendant shall prepare an SEIS addressing them as
expeditiously as possible.
Id.
On  June  26,  2017,  in  its  “fifth  substantive  opinion  on  this  matter   in  the  past  
eleven   months,”  the  district  court  set  forth  detailed   reasons  for  denying the  State’s  
request for a stay pending appeal. Stay Opinion at 2. The court again reviewed the
facts here and those in Public Employees and  reaffirmed   that  FTA’s  failure   to  
address  in  any  manner  Plaintiffs’   expert  declarations  cannot  be  squared  with   that
precedent. Id. at 6-7. In  addition,  the  court  reasoned  that  “Maryland   has  not  shown  

12
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the sort of irreparable harm necessary to merit the granting of a stay pending
appeal because:
Maryland was explicitly on notice that plaintiffs were asking me to
vacate the ROD, and could have structured its public-private
arrangements to better protect its financial interests in the event of that
possibility. Furthermore, the State chose to expend funds on preconstruction activities during this period and continued to do so after I
vacated the ROD in August 2016. A stay pending appeal is not intended
to  inoculate   a   party  against   the   risk   of  litigation,   nor  is   it   the   Court’s  
role to grant emergency relief to protect a party from the consequences
of its own fully-informed decisions.
Id. at 11 (emphasis added) (citing Cuomo, 722 F.2d at 977).
ARGUMENT
To  obtain  a  stay  from  this  Court  pending  appeal,  the  State’s  motion  “must    
. . . discuss, with specificity, each of the following factors: (1) the likelihood that
the moving party will prevail on the merits; (ii) the prospect of irreparable injury to
the moving party if relief is withheld; (iii) the possibility of harm to other parties if
the  relief   is  granted;;  and  (iv)   the  public  interest.”    Circuit  Rule  8(a)(1).
The  State’s  motion  does  not  establish  that  any  of  these  mandatory  criteria  
are satisfied, and disregards one of them entirely. Accordingly, Maryland cannot
establish  that  the  district  court’s  denial   of  the  stay  request  is  an  abuse  of  discretion.
See John Doe Co. v. Consumer Financial Prot. Bureau, 849 F.3d 1129, 1131 (D.C.
Cir.  2017)  (“Because  the  company  s eeks  the  exceptional   remedy  of  an  injunction  
pending appeal, the Company faces the difficult task of coming forward with
13
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evidence  and  arguments  showing  that  it  is  ‘likel[y]’   that  the  district  court  ‘ abused  
its  discretion’  in  denying”   relief)   (quoting   Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Comm’n  v.  Holiday, 559 F.2d 841, 844-45 (D.C. Cir. 1977)).
A.

The State Is Not Likely To Prevail In The Appeal.

As a threshold matter, to obtain a stay pending appeal, the State must make a
“strong showing that [it] is likely to succeed on the merits.”  Nken v. Holder, 556
U.S. 418, 434 (2009)). Maryland has not and cannot make that showing.
1.

The Court Lacks Jurisdiction

To begin with, for two independent reasons, the Court lacks jurisdiction over
the  State’s  appeal.  First,  there  is  a  pending  Rule  59(e)   motion  in  the  district  court,  
see ECF No. 155, which under Fed. R. App. P. 4(a)(4)(A)(iv), divests this Court of
jurisdiction over any appeal until the motion is ruled on. Griggs v. Provident
Consumer Discount Co., 459 U.S. 56, 59-61 (1982).
Second,  “it  is  well   settled  that,  as  a  general   rule,   a  district  court  order  
remanding a case to an agency  for  significant   further   proceedings  is  not  final”   for  
purposes of appeal by a non-federal party. Pueblo of Sandia v. Babbitt, 231 F.3d
878, 880 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (internal quotation omitted). The Court recently applied
that principle in holding that it lacked jurisdiction over an appeal in circumstances
functionally identical to those before the Court here. See Sierra  Club  v.  U.S.  Dep’t  
of Agric., 716 F.3d 653 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (holding that a defendant-intervenor could
14
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not  appeal  the  district  court’s remand of an agency action for further NEPA
review); see also Friends  of  Wisconsin  Inc.  v.  U.S.  Dep’t  of  Transp., Nos. 16-2321
& 16-2586, 2017 WL 2624562 (7th Cir. June 19, 2017) (holding that the
Wisconsin Department of Transportation did not have standing to challenge on its
own a  district  court’s  vacatur  of  a  ROD  for  more  NEPA  review).
Accordingly, Circuit precedent dictates that the Court lacks jurisdiction over
the  State’s  appeal. At the very least, there are serious questions concerning the
State’s  right   to  appeal,  thereby  precluding   Maryland   from  making   a  “strong  
showing”  that  it  is  likely   to  prevail   on  appeal
2.

The State Is Not Likely To Prevail On The Merits.

Even assuming the Court has jurisdiction, the State has not shown that it has
a strong (or any) likelihood of prevailing on the merits. To the contrary, the
district court correctly held that the dispositive “facts  here  could  not  be  more  
similar”   to those in Public Employees, which held in no uncertain terms that it is
arbitrary and capricious for an agency to reopen an administrative record on
remand and then fail to address in any manner expert submissions made by the
plaintiffs to the agency. See Public Employees, 827 F.3d at 1089-90.
If anything, the facts here are even more compelling than those in Public
Employees.  In  this  case,  the  FTA  actually   included  Plaintiffs’   experts’  declarations  
in the administrative record for the SEIS decision on remand—thus undermining
15
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any notion that FTA believed it was free to disregard them—and then proceeded to
say nothing whatsoever about them when deciding whether an SEIS should be
prepared. This is the paradigmatic example of what this Court has held is arbitrary
and capricious agency behavior in addressing a matter remanded by a court. At
minimum, a district court ruling that endeavors to faithfully follow Circuit
precedent hardly affords a foundation for a stay pending appeal.
Moreover,  Maryland’s  arguments that Public Employees is distinguishable
are doomed to failure for additional reasons. Although Plaintiffs heavily relied on
that precedent during renewed summary judgment briefing, see ECF No. 119 at
13-14, Maryland said nothing about it. See ECF No. 120. Even if the State did not
thereby waive the arguments it is now making in seeking a stay, its post hoc efforts
to distinguish the case are, as the district court has observed, internally
“contradictory.”  Stay  Opinion at 7. Maryland simultaneously argues that  “FTA  
considered  Plaintiffs’   submittal”   of  the  expert  declarations—i.e., it did reopen the
record—and  that  FTA  “did  not ‘reopen  the  record’”  and  hence  was  free  to  
disregard  Plaintiffs’   expert  declarations.    Mot.  at  14 (emphasis added).
Both of these scenarios cannot be true, and the  State’s  inability   to  get  even  
its own story straight on this crucial issue does not augur well for its prospects on
appeal. In  any  case,  as  explained   by  the  district  court,  “the  fact  that  FTA  
affirmatively included the plaintiffs’   declarations  in  the  administrative   record  it  
16
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presented  to  the  Court  nullifies   any  claim   that  it  did  not  ‘reopen  the  record’  and  
thus  was  not  obligated  to  consider  the  information   that  plaintiffs   submitted.”  Stay  
Opinion at 8. And, in light of Public Employees and  other  Circuit   precedents,  “[a]s  
part of the administrative record, the Government was obligated, at a minimum, to
give   them  reasoned  consideration,  which  it  did  not.”  Id.
While Public  Employees’ clear applicability to the situation here is more
than sufficient to dispel any notion that Maryland has a high likelihood of
prevailing on appeal, the State is also wrong in asserting that this was the district
court’s  “sole  reason  for  rejecting   FTA’s”  refusal to prepare an SEIS. Mot. at 13.
The court also held—correctly—that   by  “conclud[ing]  that  there  is  no  need  for  an  
SEIS, and the Purple Line will meet its established purposes, no matter what
happens  to  WMATA  Metrorail,”   FTA,  in  effect,  modified  a  principal project
objective and, at the very least, attempted to dramatically alter the materiality of
the ridership projections on which the ROD and FEIS had relied to reject far less
environmentally destructive (and far less expensive) alternatives. Friends III, 2017
WL 2256596, at *4 (emphasis in original.6 Under comparable circumstances, other

See also, e.g., AR1_001927 (EIS map reflecting designed relationship between
Metrorail system and proposed Purple Line); AR1_001930 (EIS Table 1-4
reflecting   “Daily   Metrorail   Boardings  in  Purple  Line   Corridor,  2010”);;  
AR1_001974 (EIS Table 3-3  setting  forth  Projected  “Year  2030/2040   Daily   Purple  
Line   Boardings,”  including   17,224  projected  boardings  for  “Purple  Line   and  
Metrorail”   in   2030,  and  18,972  projected  boardings  for  “Purple  Line   and  
6
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courts have required further NEPA review. See, e.g., Alaska Wilderness Recreation
& Tourism v. Morrison, 67 F.3d 723, 729-30 (9th Cir. 1995) (where new
developments  “opened  for  consideration”  less  environmentally   harmful  
alternatives   to  accomplish  the  agency’s  previously   declared  objectives,  this  
triggered the obligation to prepare an SEIS). 7
Maryland’s  only  other  merits  argument—that the district court was under
some obligation to apply the Allied-Signal vacatur test for a third time—is not only
unlikely to prevail, it borders on the frivolous. Mot. at 8-10. As explained by the
court in its most recent opinion:
[i]n both my August 3rd and November 22nd opinions, I explicitly
applied the Allied-Signal factors and explained why it was inappropriate
to remand without vacatur . . . when the agency still needed to conduct
critical analysis required by NEPA. In my May 22 opinion, I
determined that an SEIS was still required, and thus that the agency had
not completed all the necessary analysis that NEPA requires. Because
I had already explained why vacatur was warranted under these
circumstances in two separate opinions, I did not repeat myself for a
third time.
Metrorail”   in   2040);;  AR1_001976  (EIS  highlighting   the  “connectivity  the  Purple  
Line   would  have  with   the  Metrorail   system”).  
As will become even clearer when the Court engages in merits review based on
the  full   administrative   record,  Maryland’s  assertion  that  the  “overall”   rationale   for  
the  project  was  not  dependent  on  particular   ridership  projections  and  hence  “would  
be met even with no passengers transferring from Metrorail to the Purple  Line,”  
Mot. at 12, is little more than revisionist history. In reality, as the district court
recognized, the selection of the Purple Line over what were conceded to be more
cost-beneficial and less environmentally harmful options was heavily dependent on
projected ridership, including those riders using Metrorail. See also ECF No. 119-1
at  ¶  8  (Dr.  Lysy’s  1/4/17  Declaration).
7
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Stay Opinion at 9 (emphasis in original). This explanation makes eminent legal and
logical sense. In any event,  Maryland’s  insistence,  supported  by  no  pertinent  
precedent, that it was entitled to three explanations for why the standard APA
relief of vacatur was appropriate here certainly does not establish a likelihood of
prevailing on appeal. See also 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) (providing that reviewing courts
“shall  hold  unlawful   and  set  aside  agency  actions”  found  to  b e arbitrary or
capricious  or  “without  observance  of  procedure  required  by  law”).8
B.

The  State’s  Self-Inflicted Economic Injury Does Not Constitute
Irreparable Harm Sufficient To Support A Stay Pending Appeal.

Although   Maryland’s  unpersuasive and internally contradictory merits
arguments afford a compelling basis for denying the stay request, it is equally clear
that the district court did not abuse its discretion in concluding that the other stay
factors—and  particularly   the  State’s  assertion  of economic injury—also do not
support the extraordinary relief that Maryland seeks. Indeed, “[t]his court has set a
high   standard  for  irreparable   injury.”   Chaplaincy,  454  F.3d  at  297.  The  “injury  
‘must  be  both  certain   and  great;;   it  must  be  actual  and  not  theoretical.’” Id. (quoting

Maryland’s  assertion  that  the  district  court,  before  vacating   the  ROD, was
required  to  apply  the  “four-factor  test  governing   injunctive   relief,”   Mot.  at  10,  has  
no foundation in Circuit precedent and badly misreads Monsanto, which actually
reinforced that vacatur and injunctions are entirely different forms of relief. See
supra at n.5.
8
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Wisc. Gas Co.,  758  F.2d  at  674.  Maryland’s  showing  falls  far  short  for  multiple  
reasons.
Indeed,  the  State’s  principal   assertion  of  “irreparable”   injury   is  that  it  will  
suffer economic losses if it cannot proceed with the project on its preferred
schedule. See Mot. at 12-13. There are multiple problems with that argument.
First,  “it  is  axiomatic   that  economic  losses  alone  do  not  warrant  emergency  
injunctive   relief.”   Stay  Opinion  at  10  (citing   Wisc. Gas Co., 758 F.2d at 674); see
also Chaplaincy,  454  F.3d  at  297  (“Mere  injuries,   however  substantial,  in  terms  of  
money, time and energy necessarily expended in the absence of a stay are not
enough.”); Renegotiation Bd. v. Bannercraft Clothing Co., 415 U.S. 1, 24 (1974)
(“Mere  litigation expense, even substantial and unrecoupable cost, does not
constitute  irreparable   injury.”);;   Mexichem  Specialty  Resins,  Inc.  v.  U.S.  Envt’l  
Prot. Agency,  787  F.3d  544,  555  (D.C.  Cir.  2015)   (“Where  the  injuries   alleged   are  
purely financial or economic, the barrier to providing irreparable injury is higher
still”);;   Va.  Petroleum  Jobbers  Ass’n  v.  Federal  Power  Comm’n, 259 F.2d 921, 925
(D.C.  Cir.  1958)   (“Mere  injuries,   however  substantial,  in  terms  of  money,  time,  
and energy expended in the absence of a stay,  are  not  enough”  for  a  stay).
Second, Maryland’s  assertion  of  economic  injury   is  especially   weak  where,
as here, the injury is entirely self-inflicted. As the State has admitted, the Purple
Line has been under consideration for well more than a decade. See Md. Ex. 1 ¶
20
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22 (explaining that FTA and MTA initiated the preparation of an EIS for the
project in 2003). As noted earlier, when FTA issued its ROD, Plaintiffs initiated
their legal challenge to what the State knew was a highly controversial and hotly
contested project within the short limitations period prescribed by Congress.
Consequently, the State could certainly have allowed litigation in the district court
to be resolved before entering into contracts and making the other commitments on
which it now depends for its assertions of injury. Not only did the State fail to hold
off on making such commitments but, remarkably, it concedes that even after the
district court vacated the ROD, it opted  to  “advanc[e]  State  dollars  in  lieu   of  
federal funding while anticipating the timely resolution of this litigation and
reinstatement of the ROD and the reimbursement of those advances.” Id at ¶ 57
(emphasis added).
As the district court correctly held,  Circuit   precedent  dictates  that  a  “stay  
pending appeal is not intended to inoculate a party against the risks of litigation,
nor  is  it  the  Court’s  role  to  grant  emergency  relief   to  protect  a  party  from  the  
consequences of its own fully-informed decisions.” Stay Opinion at 11 (citing
Cuomo, 772 F.2d at 977. Indeed, it has long been established that a litigant cannot
“be  heard  to  complain  about  damage  inflicted   by  its  own  hand,”  which   is  precisely  
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what  the  State’s  assertion  of  injury   reduces  to  here. Pennsylvania v. New Jersey,
426 U.S. 660, 664 (1976) (per curiam).9
Third, even aside from the self-inflicted nature of the asserted injury,
Maryland’s  own  brief  and  supporting  declaration  are,  on  their   face,  inadequate  
even to satisfy the irreparable injury test that the State concedes it must meet.
While the State admits that  for  an  “injury   to  be  ‘irreparable’”  it  must  be  “ certain”  
and  “not  theoretical,”   Mot.  at  15  (internal   quotation  omitted),  both  the  State’s  
motion and underlying Declaration are replete with caveats, qualifiers, and
maybes.  The  States  asserts  that,  “[i]f not stayed or reversed before August 1,
2017,”  the  district  court’s  vacatur  of  the  ROD  “ could cause the State to cancel the
Project  .  .  .  .”  Mot.  at  1  (emphasis  added);;  see also id. at 9 (asserting that the State

Maryland   erroneously  asserts  that  in  the  district  court’s  “view,  the  State  should  
have waited to sign contracts for the Project until the conclusion of all litigation,
regardless of how long that might take.”  Mot.  at  16  (emphasis  added).  Aside from
the fact that the State opted to sign contracts while the case was in the midst of
summary judgment briefing and even elected to make expenditures on which it
relies after the ROD was vacated, the relevant question at this juncture is not what
the  State  “should”  have  done or whether  there  is  any  “evidence  of  wrongdoing.”    
Mot. at 16-17. Rather, the pertinent question is whether, having made these
commitments with its eyes wide open, Maryland may now rely on its own selfimposed risk in order to shoulder  its  “burden  of  showing  that  the  circumstances  
justify   an  exercise”  of  the  Court’s  extraordinary  power  to  grant  a  stay  pending  
appeal, Nken v. Holder, 556 U.S. 418, 434 (2009)—particularly   a  “stay”  that  has  
the practical effect of eviscerating any relief for the NEPA violation the district
court discerned. The answer to that question is no. See Cuomo, 772 F.2d at 977
(holding   that  a  company’s  decision  to  expend  resources  without   assurance  that  the  
project  would  go  forward  were  “self-imposed costs [that] are not properly the
subject  of  inquiry   on  a  motion  for  stay”).      
9
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“could be liable for significant delay and termination damages) (emphasis added);
Md. Ex. ¶ 74 (referring to financial   penalties   the  State  “could”  incur  under  the  P3  
contract); id. ¶ 70 (conceding that MTA has not yet made a determination
regarding the  concessionaire’s  claim of a “Relief Event” under the P3 Agreement.).
In addition, the uncertainty of the harm Maryland is asserting is compounded by
the fact that the State failed even to file in the district court the P3 Agreement
itself,   so  that  all   that  is  available   are  the  State’s  own  self-serving characterizations
of  those  documents.  Such  characterizations   of  what  “could”  occur,  especially   in  the  
absence  of  the  underlying   documents  themselves,  do  not  establish  “certain”  and  
“actual”  harm  and  are  therefore  “far  too  speculative”   to  establish  irreparable injury.
Chaplaincy, 454 F.3d at 297, 298 (internal quotation omitted). 10

Maryland’s  assertion  of  injury   also  improperly   assumes  the  outcome  of  the  
supplemental NEPA process that the district court has determined is required. A
central focus of the required SEIS will be on whether previously rejected
alternatives (such as improved bus service) that are now clearly viable in view of
lower ridership projections can be accomplished with far less environmental
damage than the Purple Line and at a fraction of the overall cost to taxpayers. If, at
the end of the process, it is determined that such an alternative is available, then
not only will many of the serious environmental harms associated with the Purple
Line be avoided, but the federal government as well as the State will have saved an
enormous amount of money. On the other hand, if at the end of the supplemental
NEPA process, it is determined that the Purple Line remains an appropriate project
for the federal support that Maryland seeks, then the purported benefits Maryland
asserts can be  accrued  at  that  time.  In  other  words,  Maryland’s  contention  that  a  
project that has concededly been on the drawing board since 2003 must be built
now rather than following completion of an SEIS not only undermines the entire
point of NEPA review, but also makes no logical or practical sense.
10
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The Inevitability of Serious Irreparable Injury To Plaintiffs
Should A Stay Be Granted And The Public Interest In NEPA
Compliance Both Counsel Strongly Against A Stay Pending
Appeal.

Although   this  Court’s  rules  require  that  an  applicant  for  a  stay  pending  
appeal  “must . . . discuss, with specificity . . . the possibility of harm to other
parties  if   relief   is  granted,”  Circuit   Rule  8 (emphasis added),  Maryland’s  motion  
contains no such discussion of the serious injury that Plaintiffs (and many others)
will suffer when the environmental harms caused by the project ensue. That failure
to  abide  by  the  Court’s  rules  (which,  in  turn,  encapsulate  the  traditional   standards  
for extraordinary injunctive relief) alone necessitates rejection of the motion.
Rather than meaningfully address the pertinent criterion, the State asserts,
bizarrely,   that  Plaintiffs   will   “suffer  no  harm”  from  a  stay  pending  appeal. Mot. at
19. Yet for all practical purposes, the State is seeking   to  eviscerate   Plaintiffs’  
NEPA victory in the absence of merits briefing and argument, and thereby render
any appeal moot.11

The  State’s  assertion  that  “[i]ssuing   the  stay  will   allow   the  Project  to  proceed  
while  this  Court  considers  the  merits  of  the  district  court’s   decision”  that  
additional NEPA review should occur before the project proceeds, Mot. at 19
(emphasis added), is as illogical as it sounds, and also “makes  a  mockery  of  the  
EIS  process,  converting  it  from  analysis  to  rationalization.”     Leslye  A.  Hermann,  
Injunctions for NEPA Violations: Balancing the Equities, 59 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1263,
1289 (1992)); see also See  Dep’t  of  Transp.  v.  Pub.  Citizen,  541 U.S. 752, 763,
768-69 (2004) (“NEPA’s  purpose is not to generate paperwork—even excellent
paperwork—but  to  foster  excellent   action.”)  (internal quotation omitted). Plainly,
what the State is proposing under the rubric of requesting a “stay” is that this Court
11
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In addition, Maryland ignores the fact that Plaintiffs have filed extensive
uncontested declarations describing in detail the irreparable injury they (and other
members of the organization) will suffer should the project proceed and the Capital
Crescent Trail be ruined, many acres of forests razed, and the myriad other adverse
impacts associated with the project occur. As noted previously, such
environmental injury (in contrast to economic harm) is irreparable. See Amoco
Prod. Co.,  480  U.S.  at  544  (explaining   that  if  environmental   injury   is  “sufficiently  
likely”   the  “balance  of  harms  will   usually   favor”  maintenance   of  the  status  quo  to  
avoid such injury); see also Ex. B ¶ 3 (describing  the  “irreparable injuries that the
Plaintiffs would face and the harmful consequences for the public if the stay
requested by Maryland is granted and the [ROD] is  reinstated”); id.  at  ¶  6  (“In  all,  
48 acres of forest inside the Beltway as tallied by the MTA itself in its FEIS,
including 20 acres of forested trail, would be clear-cut and lost if the [ROD] is
reinstated and the Stay is granted in order to make way for  the  Purple  Line.”);;   id. at
¶  8  (“The  permanent   loss  of  48  acres  of  forest  and  linear   forest  buffer  inside  the  
Beltway also means the loss of the clean air, clean water, public health, recreation
and wildlife habitat, and other public benefits of these forested areas, as described
in my earlier declarations. These losses, for local natural ecosystems, as well as for

summarily deny any meaningful relief for the NEPA violation the district court
discerned.
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people  and  local  communities,   including   Plaintiffs,   are  irretrievable.”); ECF Nos.
47-2, 47-3, 48, 101 (Plaintiffs’   standing  Declarations).
Finally, the  State’s  assertion  that  the  “public  interest   strongly  supports  a  
stay,”  Mot.  at  20,  necessarily   assumes  there  is  no  need  for  further  NEPA  review   or  
even full review of the NEPA issue in this Court. The legislative design underlying
NEPA is that compliance with the statute will enhance agency decisionmaking and
serve the  public  interest   by  “ ensur[ing] that that the [federal] agency, in reaching
its decision will have available,   and  will   carefully   consider,  detailed  information”  
regarding a project’s  impacts and potential alternatives. Robertson v. Methow
Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350 (1989). Accordingly, insofar as there is
significant new information calling into question whether a project of the
magnitude and environmental cost of the Purple Line is genuinely necessary or,
rather, whether any legitimate objectives may now be served through less
destructive  alternatives,   the  public  interest  would  be  served  through  a  “hard  look”  
at that information in precisely the manner that NEPA requires. At the very least, it
will be served through full review of the NEPA issue in this Court before the
project can becomes a fait accompli. 12

Although, as Maryland notes, Congress has appropriated some money for the
project, Congress has never directed that the project proceed in violation of NEPA.
Further, it is undisputed that the appropriated funds cannot be used until the
substantive findings required by section 5309 of the Transportation Act are made
and a Grant Agreement entered into between Maryland and FTA, which has not
12
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The  State’s  assertion  that  the  “public  interest   strongly  supports”  truncating  
ordinary appellate review in this case, Mot. at 20, also ignores the widespread and
vehement opposition that the project has engendered on many grounds and in
many quarters. For example, while the State touts the purported economic benefits
in the affected counties (benefits that will largely be absorbed by the major
developers who have been the prime advocates for the project), in February 2017 a
resident of Prince  George’s County submitted to FTA a request for an SEIS—
which remains pending—that “seeks  to  have  the  FTA  evaluate   the  potential  
adverse indirect or cumulative impacts of the proposed Purple Line on existing
local  transit  centers  within   Prince  George’s  County,  in  light   of  Prince  George’s  
County’s  conclusions  in  its  most  recent  comprehensive  plan  that  ‘too  many  centers  
undermine   economic  growth’  and  that  the  county  did  not  have  enough  projected  

occurred. See supra at n.3. In this connection, it is also noteworthy that the federal
government has recently declared that projects like the Purple Line should, as a
general matter, not even receive federal funding. See ECF No. 134 at Ex. A p. 2
(OMB  budget  document  providing   that  funding   for  “New  Starts”  projects  should  
be  limited   to  projects  “with  existing   full   funding   grant  agreements   only”  because  
“[f]uture investments in new transit projects would be funded by the localities that
use  and  benefit   from  these  localized   projects,  rather  than  the  federal  government”).  
Especially in view of that statement of policy, it is entirely plausible that the end
result of an SEIS process would be a decision that federal funds are better spent (if
at all) on a far less expensive and environmentally invasive project (as well as, e.g.,
on repairing the existing dysfunctional Metrorail system, the decline of which
could even be accelerated by the Purple Line, see Ex. C ¶¶ 24-25).
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growth  through  2035  to  develop  properly  the  rail   transit   areas  it  already  has.” See
ECF No. 147-2 (Declaration of Bradley E. Heard ¶ 5).13
In  short,  while   the  State  maintains   that  the  project  is  in  the  “public  interest,”  
many adversely affected members of the public strongly believe the opposite. In
such a situation, it is of course not the role of this Court to take sides but, rather, to
ensure that the law is followed. That is what the district  court’s  rulings requiring an
SEIS and vacating the ROD accomplish, and the State has proffered no persuasive,
let alone compelling, reasons for staying this relief during   the  State’s  appeal.
CONCLUSION
For  the  foregoing  reasons,  the  State’s  motion  for  a  stay  and  reinstatement   of  
the ROD should be denied and the appeal dismissed for lack of jurisdiction.

Other  ways  in  which  the  “public  interest”   will   be  disserved  by  the  project  have  
also recently come to the fore or been reinforced with new information, including a
study conducted in February of this year demonstrating that project construction
and operation may have significant adverse noise impacts on schools that are in
close proximity to the project route, including an elementary school that is only 65
feet away. See 6/7/17 Declaration of Donald W. MacGlashan, at 10-13 (ECF No.
147-3; 6/8/17 Declaration of Michael V. Nixon (ECF No. 147-4) (discussing recent
evidence bearing on projects impacts to historic properties); 6/8/17 Declaration of
John Bickerman (ECF No. 147-5) (explanation by a former member of the Town
of Chevy Chase Council as  to  the  project’s  adverse  impacts  on  users  of  the  Capital  
Crescent Trail, students of Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School, and other
residents of Montgomery County); 6/6/17 Declaration of Dr. Albert Manville (ECF
No. 147-6) (explanation by the former lead migratory bird biologist with the
relevant U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service office regarding recent evidence of the
arrival of barred owls and other early nesting migratory birds in forest areas slated
for destruction if the project proceeds).
13
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Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Eric R. Glitzenstein
Eric R. Glitzenstein
Meyer Glitzenstein & Eubanks LLP
4115 Wisconsin Ave. N.W., Suite 210
Washington, DC 20016
(202) 588-5206
eglitzenstein@meyerglitz.com
/s/ William S. Eubanks II
William S. Eubanks II
Meyer Glitzenstein & Eubanks LLP
2601 S. Lemay Ave., Unit 7-240
Fort Collins, Co 80525
(970) 703-6060
beubanks@meyerglitz.com
/s/ David W. Brown
David W. Brown
D.C. Bar No. 415426
Knopf & Brown
401 E. Jefferson Street, Suite 206
Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 545-6100
brown@knopf-brown.com
John M. Fitzgerald
Attorney and Advocate
4502 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
(301) 913-5409
johnmfitzgerald@earthlink.net
Counsel for Plaintiffs-Appellees
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE WITH TYPE-VOLUME
LIMITATION, TYPEFACE REQUIREMENTS, AND TYPE
STYLE REQUIREMENTS
1.

This motion and opposition complies with the type volume limitations

of Circuit Rule 8(b) because the motion and opposition contains 7,474 words,
excluding the parts of the motion exempted by the federal and local rules.
2.

This motion complies with the typeface requirements of Fed. R. App.

P. 32(a)(6), because it has been prepared in a 14-point proportionally spaced
roman-style typeface (Times New Roman Style).

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that the foregoing is being served, this 3rd day of July, 2017,
on  counsel  of  record,  through  filing   on  the  Court’s  electronic  filing   system.
/s/ William S. Eubanks II
William S. Eubanks II
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ADDENDUM
CERTIFICATE AS TO PARTIES, RULINGS, AND RELATED CASES
A.

Parties: The parties who appeared in the district court are:

1.

Plaintiffs-Appellees: Friends of the Capital Crescent Trail; John

Macknight Fitzgerald; and Christine Real de Azua.
2.

Defendants-Appellees: Federal Transit Administration; Department

of Transportation; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; and U.S. Department of the
Interior.
3.

Defendant-Intervenor-Appellant: Maryland Transmit Administration.

4.

Montgomery  County  and  Prince  George’s  County  both  appeared  as  

amici in the district court.
B.

Rulings Under Review

The ruling under review, as set forth in Defendant-Intervenor-Appellant’s  
notice of appeal, is ECF No. 142 from the district court docket.
C.

Related Cases: Counsel are unaware of any related cases pending in

this Court or any other court.
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RULE 26.1 DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
Plaintiffs-Appellees are a non-profit conservation organization and two
Individuals. Accordingly, none of the disclosures in Rule 26.1 is applicable.
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